I see you!
Do you see me?

We all have gifts to share.
Everyone’s Eyes Are Unique

Some people have blue eyes. Some are brown. And some are green. Some people have two different colored eyes. Some people wear patches.
Some people wear glasses and some people have corrective lenses (or contacts).
Some people read words with their eyes, and some people read words with their hands!
Our Eyes Move In Special Ways Too!

- When most people turn their head to the right – their eyes go left.
- When they turn their head to the left – their eyes go to the right.
- This is called a positive oculocephalic reflex. That’s just a fancy way to say when one’s head turns one way – their eyes naturally go the other.
- It’s a REFLEX, like laughing when you’re tickled.
Here’s another look…

**Positive Oculo-cephalic Reflex**

direction of rotation
Phin has Baby Doll Eye Syndrome

- Baby Doll Eye Syndrome is when people’s eyes move in sync with their movement. For example, when their head moves up, so do their eyes.
- This is nothing to be afraid of! It doesn’t hurt the person with Baby Doll Eye Syndrome and it won’t hurt you!
Phin Also Wears A Super Hero Mask

It helps her eyes stay moist while she sleeps!
And She Wears Sunglasses When She Ride Horses
And sometimes she wears nothing on her eyes at all!
The Most Important Thing Phin Sees Is the Beauty In Everyone.

Can you see the beauty in everyone too?